**Cherchez La Femme**

**Across**

1 Small shot
5 Feels poorly
9 Potters' furnaces
14 Shooting marble
19 Indian music
20 Cop a
21 Nape bulge
22 Kingly
23 “...o’clock scholar”
24 Estate starter
25 Georgia, for one
26 Opposing camp
27 Jean-Pierre Aumont film
31 General Arnold, informally
32 West of Hollywood
33 Icelandic saga
34 Sale abbreviation
37 Christopher Fry play
44 Attack verbally
46 Outside: prefix
47 Birthright seller
48 Pitcher Blue
51 A Turner
52 ____ of kin
54 Anger
56 Worked over
57 Former Kremlin figure
58 Pub pint
61 Tennessee Williams play
64 Phonix pre-creator
65 On the summit
66 “Thirtysomething” star
67 USNA graduate
68 John Cleese movie, with “A”
73 Say further
76 Scorch
77 Fed Chief Greenspan
78 Kiddie vehicle
82 Full of energy
86 Threatening one
87 Mythical vampire
88 In the middle
89 Health resort
91 The first Mrs. Copperfield
92 Asian border river
93 Mideast carrier
94 Sommes summers
97 Political dirt
98 Hardest to find
101 Kern musical of 1917
106 Curvy road sign
107 WWII group
110 Record-breaking Ripken
111 Guido’s note
112 Movie-bio of Rimsky-Korsakov
120 Silverheels’ role
123 School, in Soissons
124 Nutmeg st.
125 Diligence
126 Audubon’s adjective
127 Colorado Springs military gp.
128 Dravidian language
129 “Topaz” author
130 Arnold’s twin?

**Down**

1 Phooey!
2 Irish chief’s residence
3 “The African Queen” screenwriter
4 Chinese dynasty
5 Concerning
6 Seine sights
7 Grazing lands
8 Wilde tale
9 Jewish month
10 Concerned with
11 Pinocchio, at times
12 ___ Dame
13 Golf Hall-of-Famer
14 Scenes of action
15 Actor Hackman
16 Ripen
17 Highlands headwear
18 Ron who played Tarzan
22 Level a London flat
29 “The ____ Pavilions”
34 French holy woman
35 Dove’s wing
36 Grassy plains
37 Hawks
38 Put forth
39 Harmful things
40 Taunt
41 South, down Mexico way
42 Always
43 Prank
45 Let it stand in an edit
49 Take no responsibility
50 Ms Quesated of “A Passage to India”
53 Gridiron cover
55 Singer James
56 Braid again
57 “Little House ...” star
59 Golden’s “Memoirs of a ____”
60 OT prophet
62 AKA Netherlands
63 Hint of color
65 Creeping
69 Recklessness
70 Golf champ Ernie
72 Kind of sch.
73 Flaming
74 Stage offerings
75 Takes exception
79 Pueblo of New Mexico
80 Broadcast again
81 Do business
83 Kingly address
84 Sun measurer
85 Wheel rod
86 Damon of “Good Will”
90 Renowned architect
95 Everlasting
96 Alone on stage
99 Fainting
100 Amy, the novelist
102 Agree
103 Danube tributary
104 Puts into office
105 Enliven
108 ____ provocative
109 Chocolate ingredient
112 Marvel Comics’ ____ Lee
113 Proponents
114 Bed board
115 Night noise
116 Conductor Akira
117 Dynamic start
118 Soapbox, of a sort
119 Otherwise
120 Small one
121 Eggs
122 Author Anais
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